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DATA & AI BELONGS TO
ALL AUSTRALIANS

ABOUT SMASH DELTA
Smash Delta is a next-generation data strategy consulting firm
• We bring together commercial strategy,
science and design to solve problems and
create opportunities for major government
and corporate organisations
• Operating at two levels, we leverage
analytics of first party data to influence
broad organisational strategy, and vice
versa
• We work collaboratively with clients,
enabling outputs they can ‘own’ and new
skills / processes embedded in teams
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WHY HASN’T DATA DELIVERED?

Systemic market issues that created the wrong incentives have held organisations back
INFORMATION ASYMMETRY

Jargon / ‘buzzword’ rich offerings have enabled upselling and
prevented the strategic empowerment of executives in data
Most offerings in data and AI come in the form of ‘off-theshelf’ products – made once, sold as a ‘panacea’…

PRODUCT-DRIVEN

…as a result, organisations generate no strategic data assets of
their own and are reliant on fragmented external providers
and tools…
…furthermore, product reliance results in limited internal
understanding, control or capability in relation to data

DEPRIORITISING DOMAIN
EXPERINCE

The lack of inclusion or connection to domain experts inside
an organisation has resulted in outcomes that are inaccurate,
untrusted and underwhelming
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THERE IS A NEED TO:
1. Solve problems that matter
2. Do so collaboratively with internal teams (across organisational silos)
3. Be vendor-agnostic – use the optimal approach
4. Create capability that is embedded and owned by the organisation

5. Generate a strategic roadmap that enables the ongoing use of data as
value-creating asset
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OUR APPROACH

Working at dual organisational levels to drive comprehensive strategy and ‘owned’ capability
EXECUTIVE / SENIOR MANAGEMENT

EDUCATE &
EMPOWER

DRIVE SENIOR
VISIBILITY

DEVELOP
STRATEGY
EXPLORE AN INTERACTIVE VERSION

HERE

‘ON THE GROUND’ / IN THE DATA

GENERATE
PROOF

BUILD DATA
CAPABILITY

CREATE
OWNERSHIP
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OUR TOOLKIT
SCIENCE

• Infrastructure Development – creating
environments to unite and access data
• Data Engineering – creating data
‘assets’ that are accurate and useful
• Data Science (analytics, machine
learning & artificial intelligence) using data to understand what is
happening now, to predict what will
happen next and drive valuable action

STRATEGY

• Commercial & Organisational Strategy

• Business Analytics

DESIGN

• Design Thinking frameworks

• Visualisation and product
development
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OUR WORK

Smash Delta has driven meaningful change through major Australian organisations
THE 30 MINUTE CITY – TRANSPORT FOR NSW

AUDIENCE ANALYTICS STRATEGY –
MAJOR TV NETWORK

DATA & ENABLEMENT STRATEGY –
MAJOR GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT
[x]

[redacted]
x

[x]

x

[x]

[redacted]

x

[redacted]

Project: Working alongside TfNSW and the Greater Sydney
Commission (GSC) to develop the technical strategy and prototype
for one of the city’s most impactful strategic measures.
Outcomes:
• A new metric developed – with the input of over 50 technical
and strategic stakeholders across TfNSW and GSC;
• One of the most advanced transport modelling processes
developed and embedded into the TfNSW team;
• An interactive metric explorer created for senior stakeholders;
• The adoption of the metric into the GSC’s Pulse of Sydney
EXPLORE THE DIGITAL CASE STUDY

HERE

Project: Developing both the proof and
appropriate strategic response to support
advanced audience analytics within a major
Australian television network.
Outcomes:
• A collaborative cross-business-unit
exploration of behavioural analytics,
including in-market testing for proof-ofvalue;
• The development of productionised machine
learning processes – embedded into client
teams for continual reuse and development;
• A multi-year strategic response including
ops and investment initiatives
EXPLORE THE DIGITAL CASE STUDY

Project: Prototyping and supporting strategy for
the creation and effective use of a new cuttingedge data capability for a major government
organisation.
Outcomes:
• Assessment of technical capabilities – based
on collaborative prototyping with client
team;
• Advice on responsible and effective use
within broader government department;
• Capability development plan and the
establishment of a centre of excellence for
the department to own and leverage the new
technology as broadly as possible

HERE
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LEARNINGS
MAKE DATA A STRATEGIC ASSET (AND BUILD IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME)

INTERNALISE CAPABILITY – FLEXING TO NEW NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES

ENABLE THE EXECUTIVE

OWN THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE & EVOLUTION
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HOW WE WORK

Our Mission Control platform enables the Executive to stay in the loop
Project workflows and progress are tracked across
organisational silos and sprints

Key project milestones shared with all stakeholders
– from the steering committee to the front line

All meetings and outcomes are accessible to all
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LEADERS IN DESIGN

Smash Delta has been recognised as a world leader in digital design

SMASH DELTA’S WORK IN SMART CITIES RECEIVED A GOLD GOOD DESIGN
AWARD IN 2019 – THE TOP AUSTRALIAN AWARD FOR DESIGN EXCELLENCE

EXPLORE AN INTERACTIVE VERSION HERE
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VISUALISATION

We are leaders in interaction design and deploy it to bring analytics to life
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Our ideas and work regularly feature in the press and national policy discussions

Our work and research has featured
across a range of publications
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OUR LEADERSHIP

Our leaders have deep experience in commercial strategy, technology & policy
BEN MORLEY-JOHN
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Ben has spent the past several years working alongside major government and enterprise organisations to
drive strategy and change in the context of analytics and artificial intelligence. This has included major data
innovation programs in public transport, telecommunications and banking, alongside the development of
end-to-end data strategies, open data initiatives and better privacy practices. Examples include:
• Commercialisation of data assets for a top Australian bank;
• Organisation-wide data strategy in on demand media for an Australian broadcaster;
• Movement analytics in Tourism and Public Transport with a leading telco;
• Transport analytics strategy and prototyping for state transit department

JOSHUA INATEY
DIRECTOR (ANALYTICS)
Joshua has broad technical and strategic data experience across major government and enterprise clients in
Australia. Notable examples include:
• Data-driven technical and marketing eCommerce strategies for a major retailer
• Organisational data strategy in on demand media for an Australian broadcaster
• Sports performance data innovation for a major Rugby League team
• Transport analytics strategy and prototyping for state transit department

Ben’s broad experience throughout Asia-Pacific and the Americas in commercial strategy underscores his
commitment to tackling technological change from a commercial lens. Notable experience:
• Import economics strategy for top APAC building materials company
• Category expansion strategy for leading Australasian retailer
• Capital investment strategy for global mining and materials company
• Inorganic growth strategy for major American steel corporation

Joshua brings ‘full-stack’ analytical and engineering thinking to strategic programs. Joshua’s technical
experience has been developed through a broad range of high-profile use-cases in a range of industries.
Notable applications:
• Major data investigation and validation projects in IoT, retail, transport, sport, media and web
applications - leveraging relational and non-relational databases
• Design and development of machine learning models to drive customer insight and engagement including decision support. Leveraging first and third party data, with custom Python workflows
• Utilisation and implementation of GIS data systems, including analysis, storage and visualization

Ben previously led Data & Analytics at L.E.K. Consulting in Australia, and has held previous roles with a
range of investment banks and financial services organisations. Ben holds a Bachelor of Laws and a
Bachelor of Commerce from the University of Auckland

Joshua was previously Senior Data Scientist at L.E.K. Consulting in Australia and has held other technology
and data science roles in major retail organisations. Joshua has a BEng (Software) from the University of
Sydney.
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OUR LEADERSHIP

Our leaders have deep experience in commercial strategy, technology & policy
SHEILA FITZPATRICK
CHIEF PRIVACY OFFICER
Sheila FitzPatrick acts as the Chief Privacy Officer and Global Data Protection Adviser at Smash Delta. She is
passionate about demystifying data privacy and protection to equip senior leaders to drive an innovation agenda
with clarity and confidence.
With over thirty-five years’ experience in global data privacy, data protection and sovereignty compliance, Sheila
is considered one of the world’s leading experts in data privacy laws. She works closely with the US Government,
Council of the European Union, and a range of other data councils and law enforcement agencies around the
world. Sheila also advises numerous multinational and Fortune 500 companies on data privacy and best
practice. As a multi-jurisdictional expert, Sheila is responsible for developing, managing and implementing
worldwide data privacy compliance programs (including the new EU General Data Protection Regulation GDPR) while positioning data privacy compliance as a competitive advantage.

Sheila holds positions on the European Union Data Protection Advisory Council, the Asia Pacific Data Protection
Framework Advisory Board, the Latin American Data Privacy Forum, the SNIA Privacy Council, the Canadian
PIPEDA Advisory Board, and the Pacific Rim Privacy and Cybersecurity Advisory Group. Sheila was appointed to
the Board of Directors of Truata, one of Europe’s first data trusts based in Dublin, Ireland, in August 2018.
Trūata was founded in 2018 by Mastercard and IBM to help organizations conduct analytics in full compliance
with the European Union GDPR.
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Contact
Phone: +61 8067 0367
Ben Morley-John (Managing Director): b.morley-john@smashdelta.com
Joshua Inatey (Director – Analytics): j.inatey@smashdelta.com
Martin McMullan (Senior Advisor– Mobility and Technology): m.mcmullan@smashdelta.com
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FREIGHT
OPTIMISATION

BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

How has COVID 19 and access to goods changed consumer behaviors?

“Everyone sells the same stuff, the new question is how quickly
can I have them without leaving home or work.”
Graduate, 21, Sydney
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FREIGHT OPTIMISATION

What’s new in a COVID-19 world?

ACCESS TO GOODS WAS ALWAYS EXPECTED, NOW IT IS THE PRIMARY DRIVER
DISRUPTION TO SUPPLY
CHAIN

How do we use data to measure the
impact of the pandemic globally and
manage the following:
•
Less availability of international
general flights
•
Increase in Driver Safety Costs
(PPE, Testing)
•
Ability to secure drivers, vehicles
& more competition
•
Change in user behavior and less
office based consumer
transactions

DECENTRALISED DELIVERY

How to you prepare and benefit
from a change in service types:
•
P2P parcel delivery for final mile
services in Uber
•
Mobility providers shift in
thinking from moving people to
moving anything
•
Outcome based partnerships
managed by real time data driven
KPIs and SLAs

VALUE CHAIN SHIFT

•

•
•

•

A shift in the accessibility of the
product and how quickly this
can be in the hands of the
consumer by:
Taking the opportunity to own
the customer experience
Giving the user guaranteed user
based pricing for that personal
experience
Partnerships with Merchants
struggling to keep pace with
Amazon.

DISRUPTION TO SUPPLY CHAINS
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DECENTRALISED DELIVERY

Uber and others are now offering Connect like services to allow
for pick up and drop of of parcels, goods and more. Other more
advanced systems construct schedules and will soon broadcast
for any approved 3rd party to distribute.

More than 80% of trips are from Airport to CBD across NZ. During COVID-19
partnership to deliver Final mile freight to between SuperShuttle and NZ Post to
move over 65,000 parcels. All based on outcome based pricing resulting in a data
led relationship for performance.
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ACCELERATION OF NEW SERVICES AND
PRODUCTS

How has COVID-19 and access to goods changed consumer behaviours?

35%

Reduction in travel times across the CBD.

“Everyone sells the same stuff, the new question is how quickly can I have them
without leaving home or work.”
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CHANGE IN THE VALUE CHAIN
vs

Get delivered to you within the next hour for
only $12.99 with Pronto.
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SUMMARY
•

Now is the time time to consider your position in the value chain and ask
yourself can you get closer the customer?

•

Do you want to keep looking for efficiency or unlock innovation to get closer
to the customer experience and access to new revenue streams?

•

The data and networks you already have are instrumental and hard to
replicate sustainably

•

Goods are easy to source, the new question is how quickly can I have them
without leaving home or work- and people are willing to pay a premium

•

Data and technology will not just optimize your services but can also provide
new customer services.
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